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Thomas Mann - a revolutionary journey of faith. 

Part 1 The Birmingham Years . 1856 - 1879 
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There was a period in British history when Christianity 
and Socialism formed a common bond that offered both 
a spiritual and  an economic alternative to the ravages of 
unchecked capitalism. In the mid nineteenth century it 
fused the energy of the non conformist gospel 

with the emergence  of socialism and the labour 
movement. The influence of these non conformist 
churches on the Labour movement is widely accepted 
and documented. When  both causes are struggling to 
retain members  today  it is worth rekindling an alliance 
that offered some salvation both in this world and the 
next. 

Thomas Mann is widely known as an icon of the Labour 
movement but his christian faith is less well 
documented, he had a complex relationship with the 
church as you might expect of anybody who was a 
founding member of the British Communist Party. 

Thomas Mann is often cited as one of the leading figures 
in the history of the Labour and Trade Union movement 
in this country. Yet  you’ll find no statue of him , and his 
public profile is limited to a plaque on the side of a 
suburban Midlands semi where he was born and a Trade  
Union funded memorial stone in a North Leeds 
cemetery. 
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Mann was born in Foleshill, Warwickshire in 1856 the of  
a Colliery Clerk, his mother died shortly after his second 
birthday. His initial education began in Anglican church 
schools  , from the age of nine he was working on the 
colliery farm and at twelve he joined other boys 
employed in the mines  to create air tunnels  which were 
only three feet high. This involved filling and 

dragging a box strapped to their waste as they crawled 
through the tunnels. 

Mann was to recall the ordeal later in his adult memoirs 




“It was worse than any  Egyptian darkness. Many a time 
did I actually lie down groaning as a consequence of the 
heavy strain on the loins, especially when the road was 
wet and clayey, causing much resistance to the load being 
dragged.” 

After the mine closed in 1870 Mann and his family 
moved to Birmingham where he became an engineering 
apprentice.  It was his attendance at  Birmingham 
churches  which served  to shape both his sense of 
justice and his famous oratory skills.  He attended both 
services and Sunday school  St Thomas’s , a sizeable 
city centre church which had been built in 1829.  
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Manns commitment  to his faith can be measured  in his 
report  of attending Sunday School twice every Sunday 
over four years during his teenage years, inspired by  the 
Vicar a  Mr Watts who combined both a 

“ religious fervour and a warmth and zeal which 
captivated   his flock. “ 





St Thomas Church Birmingham 
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His memoirs recall his attendance at an Adult Education 
School in Severn Street where he was taught machine 
construction and design , but its likely that Mann 

absorbed far more technical skills from Severn Street 
which was one of many church schools set up to 
support literacy and education amongst the working 
class. Severn Street Adult School had been stablished  
in 1845 by  Joseph Sturge , a Quaker  philanthropist and 
anti slavery campaigner. 
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The Severn Street Adult Education School Birmingham. 
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It came with a degree of church  patronage typical of the 
age. Intending  to target boys of 14 years and upwards 
described as showing 


“the darkest ignorance, unable to tell the letters of the 
alphabet, and by their disorderly conduct quite destitute 
of moral or religious training.’


By the time Thomas Mann enrolled there was a regular 
attendance of over 200. With statutory education still to 
be established Severn Street provided 

literacy and scripture classes  on Sundays. During the 
week there were evening classes of arithmetic, 
geography and grammar and visits  to local  libraries . 

In summer months there were trips to the countryside 
and tea parties followed by lectures on subjects such as 
science and astrology. The school became so popular 
that it struggled to find sufficient teachers to staff it, but 
it was not without its critics including a neighbouring 
vicar who wrote in complaint 


‘Surely a young person may read, and, under the teaching of God’s 
Holy Spirit, understand the Scriptures without knowing how to 
write… Writing is for another end and object, for secular purposes – 
to be used in business – to qualify for situations in life-and not for 
spiritual purposes”  
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This response  reveals the level of anxiety  among  the 
established order at the prospect of a literate and informed 
working class who might have aspirations above their 
station, it came from an element of the church that drew 
Mann’s wrath in later years.  Despite his Anglican roots 
Mann records his respect and admiration for one of the 
Quaker teachers , Mr E. Shorthouse. 


“ He was dignified and refined and gave personal attention to 
each student. His quiet, forceful manner, his kindly but pointed 
comments, his helpful suggestions on the subject of one’s 
efforts, with an occasional personal enquiry as to one’s welfare, 
commanded not only our admiration but our genuine love 
despite any association with the Anglican Church. “  

At one point Mann was devoting virtually seven days a week 
to learning and self improvement  . He would have come 
away from Severn Street with two  powerful lessons that 
would be put to great use in future years.  
Never be afraid to challenge the accepted order in order 
and education was key to this and the prospect of salvation 
here on earth. Severn Street fed and fuelled an enquiring 
mind that saw Mann attending meetings hosted by The 
Temperance Society , and speakers such as the local 
Liberal MP , (and Quaker,)  John Bright renown  and writer 
and social reformer Annie Besant . 
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An idealised  Thomas Mann  by his lathe as “heroic worker” in this  
Soviet painting presented to Thomas Mann during one of his visits 
to the USSR. 


Mann also reports regular visits the Birmingham  public 
library where he came away with books by Shelly  , Ruskin , 
Malthus and Marx. He described this influence  as “  groping 
my way , towards the light and becoming conscious of 
mental darkness.” 

Whilst there  is no evidence that he abandoned his faith, 
the spirit of the age made it almost impossible  to ignore 
the social injustice around him and the costs of 
unchecked capitalism.





